
NOTES AND NEWS

Essex, known as Songers, is perhaps the first conclusive evidence that humbler, scaled
down versions of the lowland-zone type of aisled hall, as known on a 'manorial' scale,
existed in the 13th century, complete in every detail. Very few buildings of any purpose
or status that incorporate notch-lapped joints have been recorded.sf and the survival of
such a small one as Songers is all the more remarkable, though it is statistically valueless
for reckoning how common they once were.

The overall dimensions of the ground plan are 26 by 22 ft. and into this dimunitive
outline are fitted a two-bay open hall, and a service-end with a lodged floor for a
chamber above it. This building was extended by the building of a high-end at the
appropriate end of its hall, which was itself laterally divided by a first floor during the
second half of the rfith century (diminshed haunch-tenons for the floor-joists), and a red
brick chimney-stack was also added. The story-posts are rot ft. high and are braced
to both tie-beams and top-plates with open notched-laps; the aisles have reversed
assembly at the eaves, and passing-braces stabilize the whole. The roof has single collars
fitted by barefaced lap-dovetails, and it is heavily soot-encrusted, even upon many of the
thatching-battens. The top-plates are scarfed at the service-end, with a long splayed
scarf having under-squinted butts and a single face-peg. In the one end-wall that is
undisturbed two window-openings also survive, set beneath the eaves to light the
chamber above the service-rooms, which must therefore have been a sleeping chamber.
The total number of notched-lap joints in this tiny building is forty, and its survival in
so complete a state is notable. The pattern of the bracing, as shown in the drawing (FIG.
52), is most unusual and is reminiscent of the earliest buildings in Hesse, Germany.

Among the larger hall-houses of East Anglia only one-Abbas Hall at Great Cor
nard, Suffolk-has two open notched-laps, and these are now disused owing to the later
intrusion of service-doors of Early-English style; the house at Purton Green-s has none,
despite its other early features. A date at any point in the 13th century is possible for
Songers; a date in the 14th century is very unlikely, since no systematic use of this
jointing technique is known after c. 1330, and the design of Songers is wholly based on
the principles ofsubsequent bracing which these joints made possible.

CECIL A. HEWETT

A MEDIEVAL TIMBER KITCHEN AT LITTLE BRAXTED, ESSEX (FIG. 53)
The square-planned timber-framed building with pyramidal peg-tiled roof that

stands within the moated enclosure of the former hall at Little Braxted, Essex, has for
the past twenty-five years been thought to be a dovecote which had been anciently dis
used because ofdamage by fire at some unknown date. Such local traditions always merit
careful consideration, but in this instance neither of the allegations stands up to scrutiny.
The origin of the fire-damage tradition is obviously the presence within the building of
thick encrustation by soot on the timbers of the upper walls and rafters, but there is
no evidence ofburning at any point, nor of structural repairs such as would have replaced
burnt components. The view that it was a dovecote seems to be based on its obvious
visual resemblance to some dovecotes externally, and the existence of horizontal courses
of peg-holes that are ranged around the inner walls at about every eighteen inches of
height, which are suggestive of supports for nesting-boxes with which the pigeons were
provided. There is no evidence, however, for the former existence of a 'potence' or
revolvable ladder such as was normally fitted in dovecotes to enable the cook to take
from their boxes at any height or region of the cote the birds that were destined for the
table. Moreover, were such a rotary ladder fitted into a square building its operator
would have been unable to reach into the corners. But there is evidence for some other
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FIG. 53
TIMBER KITCHEN, LITTLE BRAXTED, ESSEX (pp. 132 fr.)
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purpose underlying the design: the roof affords two triangular smoke-exits at its apex,
and the interior was originally very well lit by the provision of two mullioned but
unglazed lights in each of the four walls, whilst the traces of smoke visible everywhere
inside indicate that during most of the building's life a considerable fire was burning
close to the centre of its floor.

The frame of the building is shown in FIG. 53 with some of its timbers omitted for
clarity; it measures approximately 22 ft. square and is about 15 ft. high to the eaves.
In addition to the windows already mentioned it originally possessed a highly decorated
door placed in one corner. The carpentry details bear close corrrparisons with the
carpentry of parish churches in the county, and with some of the earliest manor houses
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of Essex, both of which comparisons indicate that the roof-type with arch-braces to the
collars and spur-ties from the arch-timbers was developed during the latter part of the
14th century and continued into the earlier 15th before falling out of use. A date during
the closing decades of the 14th century is therefore suggested for this building; and it is
proposed it was used as a kitchen from then until some time around the close of the rGth
century, when the present manor house was built farther to the south and presumably
was provided with an internal kitchen.

A. C. Edwards first recognized the probable purpose of this building in 1968 and
drew my attention to it; his exhaustive study of the Walker maps in the Essex Record
Office had familiarized him with accurate drawings by Walker of similar square-planned
and detached buildings in the vicinity ofmajor houses, having what appears to be smoke
vents in their roofs. One such map is dated 1604, and it would seem that such kitchens
would have survived the change to internal cooking facilities, and been converted to
some other use, possibly sometimes as dovecotes. If the present example can be proved
to be a kitchen it should be possible to identify more specimens in future, rescuing this
type of timber building from the complete obscurity that has attached to it for so long.

CECIL A. HEWETT

A BIRD WHISTLE FROM ROCHE CASTLE, CARMARTHENSHIRE (PL. XXVII, A;

FIG. 54)
Roche Castle is situated in a sheltered side valley, half a mile SW. of Laugharne

and 10 miles SW. of Carmarthen. The castle site was brought to the de la Roche family
in 1248 as the marriage gift from Thomas Wallensis, bishop of S1. Davids (1247-55), to
his niece Matilda. The main building is of late 13th-century date; it was not a true
castle but rather a small fortified manor house with a tower at each end of its S. side.
Other minor domestic buildings including a dovecote were placed around a courtyard
and the whole enclosure was probably surrounded by a water defence created by
damming the small stream Mackerel Lake.

The medieval buildings were badly disturbed by their use as a farm in the t Sth
century and by 1959 there was only a fragment of the manor house still standing. The
clearance of the rest of the enclosure and the erection of two bungalows on it in 1961
made necessary a survey and limited excavation.s» On a subsequent visit (1962) one
piece of pottery, the dating and purpose of which was not immediately clear, was found
in a sewer trench on the N. side of the courtyard.

Two possible interpretations for this sherd are as the spout of an ornate jug in the
form of a bird or as an applied decoration from a puzzle jug, as at Exeter.s- but the most
satisfactory explanation is as a bird whistle. The pottery is of a fine white fabric; the
glaze is a clear pale yellow with slight spots of green. The fragment is in the form of a
small bird perched on a branch: the detail of the wing feathers is clearly indicated and
the branch end has a stippled surface. In the centre of the bird's back is a small hole.
This hole favours the identification of this fragment as a bird whistle of the two-note
type, not the water-holding variety. The mouth-piece would be in the bird's tail and the
finger-hole would be that visible in the bird's back. The head and beak are lost, as is
the presumed foot-ring. The bird is delicately moulded and could represent a cage bird
such as a willow warbler, chiffchaff or goldfinch. Another possibility is the canary, but,
although the Canary Islands were rediscovered in the late 14th century and later con
quered by Spain, the export trade in song birds did not develop until the early rfith
century. The introduction of the canary to England took place in the mid rfith century
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fragment of bird whistle has now been deposited in Carmarthen Museum with the other finds from the site.
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